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No Room at the Inn                                                                Philip Gulley 

 

 Thanksgiving is past and our eyes are turning toward Christmas, toward 

the birth of Jesus.  Thoughts of birth come easily to me this year.  Our first 

grandchild, Madeline, is slated to make her appearance this week, if the doctor 

has read her crystal ball accurately.  I don’t want to be one of those 

grandparents who talks non-stop about his or her grandchildren, but I do ask 

your occasional indulgence.  I am keenly aware that my granddaughter will be 

the most magnificent grandchild ever born, which I know is also true of your 

grandchild.  The language of love permits us to assert two great, but seemingly 

contradictory, truths simultaneously.     

 

 My wish for my grandchild, and for every child, is that they will find what 

the family of Jesus did not find─a room in the inn.  What a sentence that is, 

starting with such joy, ending with such gloom.  “And Mary gave birth to her 

first-born son and wrapped him in bands of cloth, and laid him in a manger, 

because there was no room for them in the inn.”   

 

 It’s that last phrase that does me in─because there was no room for them 

in the inn.  I’ve always assumed it meant the inn was full, that all the rooms 

were taken, but now I wonder.  Because sometimes there is room for folks, but 

still no place for them.   
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An African-American man about my age told me about going on vacation 

with his family when he was a kid, how when they walked into a hotel the 

manager pulled out the No Vacancy sign and set it on the counter.  Sometimes 

there’s all kinds of room for folks, but there’s still no place for them.  I wonder 

if this was the case with Jesus.   

 

The begats in the gospel of Matthew trace the ancestry of Jesus forty 

generations back to David and Abraham, but how in the world did Matthew 

know that?  It reminds me of my grandma whose father was a coal miner in 

southern Illinois.  Then she and my grandpa lived in London for a few years 

and when she came home to Indiana a miracle had happened─we were related 

to Queen Elizabeth.  We’d had no idea, but my grandma had 400 years mapped 

out.  Maybe Jesus had an ambitious grandmother circulating rumors.  Because 

if Jesus were the royalty Matthew made him out to be, I suspect there would 

have been room in the inn.  But my hunch is the innkeeper saw them coming 

in their peasant clothes and posted the No Vacancy sign.   

 

We know how these things work, don’t we?  We know that in every 

society there are people for whom there is never room at the inn.  We know 

that, don’t we?  Why, we’ve seen that just this week.  I was thinking this week, 

after the grand juries in Ferguson and Staten Island released their findings, 

how long America has been telling African-Americans there is no room in the 

inn.   
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I was at a store this week and overheard a couple behind me use the 

foulest language talking about black people, and I just don’t understand it.  I 

would be hard pressed to name a more patient, forgiving people than African-

Americans.  I don’t think I could endure what they have endured without giving 

into hatred and bitterness.   Could you?   

   

If someone had enslaved my ancestors for 245 years, for twelve 

generations, had divided my family, had sold off my children and 

grandchildren, had taken my wife, had stolen my freedom, had forced me to 

build cathedrals of law and then within those walls legislate laws against me, 

had lashed my back, had hung me from a tree, had forbid my education, had 

denied me my vote, had told me, day after day, year after year, century after 

century, that there was no room in the inn, I would not have shown the 

remarkable forbearance African-Americans have shown. 

 

In fact, the more I think about it, the more I marvel at the Christian 

disposition of the African-American community.  If I had had done to me what 

has been done to them, I would be hard pressed to call this nation home.  Yet 

when I speak with black people, I marvel at their continued faith in the 

American ideal, at their optimism, at their capacity to say with pride, “I am an 

American.”  I don’t know how they do it, because if I had had done to me what 

has been done to them, I don’t know that I could believe in the American ideals 

of justice and equality.   
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I love America.  When my Grandma Gulley told me we were related to the 

Queen of England, it upset me, because the English had burned the White 

House in 1814, and I was still mad about it.  I love America.  But you know, it 

has been easy for me to love America, because America has always made room 

for me at the inn.  Its schools were open to me, its jobs were available to me, its 

neighborhoods had a place for me, its restaurants had a table for me, its stores 

had a restroom for me, its churches had a pew for me, its banks had credit for 

me, its politicians had time for me, its courtrooms had justice for me, its 

doctors and hospitals had health care for me.  Whenever I needed to lie down 

my head, there was room at the inn for me.  Is it too much to offer room at the 

inn for every person in America, for every child born, no matter their 

heritage─white, black, Hispanic, Asian, Native American?   

 

I’m looking forward to my granddaughter being born.  I can’t wait.   But 

you know what I’m looking forward to even more than that?  I’m looking 

forward to the day when every person in this nation, no matter their race, will 

find room at the inn, when America will be as generous to all her children as 

she has been to me. 

 

Great nations and Godly religions, make two, seemingly contradictory, 

commitments simultaneously.  They honor their history, and at the same time 

improve upon it.  They say, “We have come far, but we have further to go.”    

    


